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Pete's organic tea company started

as a quest for a better way to

reduce blood pressure.  Peter

Machlup developed a blend that

not only lowers his blood pressure

but is a pleasure to drink. 

 

Plants have remarkable healing

qualities.  Peter developed 

synergistic blends to help his

friends and family and now shares

them with you.

 

Pete's Organic Tea company, 

founded in 2016, has hundreds of

healthy, happy customers.  We

invite you to join them.  

Our current offerings*

Twigs and Berries
This tea is a blend of five herbs with Prostate Shrinking characteristics. The citrus of the
lemongrass is balanced with the fruit of the elder, saw palmetto, and gokshura berries. The
elderberry gives this blend an attractive violet hue. Warning, consumption of this tea may tend to
shrink one’s prostate. 
 
Pressure Drop
This tea is a blend of five herbs with Blood Pressure-lowering characteristics.  When used in
conjunction with your doctor&#39;s guidance and holistic practices you&#39;ll be good as gold in
no time. The chrysanthemum and lavender florals are balanced with the tangy hibiscus and
hawthorn berry. The ruby red from the hibiscus is stunning. Warning - consumption of this tea may
tend to lower blood pressure.
 
Wise Woman
Our menopause blend, the constituents in this blend are designed to address hot flashes, bone
loss, and to remineralize the bones and tissues. The raspberry leaf and red clover elements make
this a tasty way to manage this transition.  Now with gokshura’s plant testosterone encouraging
more muscle, a healthy glow, and increased libido.
 
Chillax (STFU)
This relaxing herbal blend will chill you out, or keep you in a better state. Pair this with some slow,
deep nostril breath and you have a recipe for a remarkably calm day.  Warning - this tea is
calming, relaxing. This blend is also sold with humorous label STFU, because ... we all know
someone who could use a cup of STFU.
 
Happy Gut
Health starts with the gut.  If you struggle with indigestion, poor elimination or discomfort
in your belly, this blend will sooth and bring you back into balance so that your elimination is
smooth and easy. The peppermint and licorice flavors make this a pleasant tasting blend. 
 
Immune Boost
This herbal blend combines a synergy of super herbs to maximize your immune defense. The
flavor presents as spicy ginger and turmeric, softened by lemongrass and a hint of jasmine along
with a tellicherry black pepper finish.
 
*These products are not drugs nor intended to treat or prevent any medical condition.
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